
 

Sicily Escapade 
7 nights/8 days 

Land Only                                  
Independent 

April–October 2017 
from $839 

 

 

Reservations: 1.866.446.1897 www.ez-italy.com email: info@ez-italy.com 
 

EZ Italy’s Self Drive Adventures: With your ‘self drive’ car rental, you can travel at your own pace and the freedom to create your own 

itinerary. All the cities and hotels can be substituted (supplemental charges will apply). Ask about our Self Drive Itineraries throughout 
Italy, including the Campagnia (Amalfi Coast) Umbria, Trentino Alto Adige, and the Piedmont Region.  
 
Sicily Escapade 

Discover all the wonderful flavors of Sicily! Explore the Greek temples in Agrigento, the Roman Amphitheatre in Taormina, and the 
Norman-Arab Cathedral in Monreale. The capital city of Palermo offers a wide range of attractions with its beautiful palaces, historical 
museums, and famous sandy beaches. From its golden coastlines, with warm clear waters, to its rugged countryside of ancient olive 
groves & vineyards, to Europe’s greatest natural wonder, Mt. Etna, each area of Sicily offers something uniquely different! Let the warm 
hospitality of the people engross you as you immerse yourself in the art, history, breathtaking scenery and great food!  
 
Your EZ Italy Trip Includes: 
 

* 7 nights' accommodations (Palermo: 2 nights, Agrigento: 2 nights, Taormina: 3 nights) 
* 7 day Car Rental Manual Transmission (Category C –Lancia Y or similar) 
  (Includes: Unlimited Mileage, CDW & TP with deductible, airport, city included, road tax to be paid locally) 
* Breakfast daily 
* Hotel service charges and VAT taxes 
 
 
All rates per person in U.S. dollars. City taxes to be paid locally at the end of your stay up to Euro 6,00 per person per night. 
 

        
Apr 01-May 31 Jun 01-Sep 30 Oct 01-31 

  
  

  

Cat.  Palermo  Agrigento  Taormina DBL SGL TPL DBL SGL TPL DBL SGL TPL 

4*  

Grand Hotel 
Et Des 
Palmes  De La Valle  

Excelsior 
Palace  $989 $1,679 $879 $1,059 $1,779 $839 $1,029 $1,669 $859 

4* 
Massimo 

Plaza  
Demetra 
Resort  Ariston $1,039 $1,739 $889 $1,169 $1,909 $989 $999 $1,729 $869 

4* Garibaldi 
Baia Di 
Ulisse 

Monte 
Tauro $1,179 $1,799 $959 $1,219 $1,909 $979 $1,079 $1,849 $929 

4* Plaza Opera 
Colleverde 

Park  
Villa 

Diodoro $1,189 $1,889 $979 $1,199 $1,929 $959 $1,209 $1,919 $939 

5* 
Villa Igiea 

Hilton Villa Athena 
San 

Domenico $1,859 $3,329 $1,489 $1,999 $3,569 $1,579 $1,929 $3,449 $1,529 

 
 

DBL=Double SGL=Single TPL=Triple 

 

 

 

 


